Welcome to Week 3

It’s been a busy week with lots going on. This term in Science we will be looking at the different habitats of a variety of different animals. We have asked the students to bring in a box each so they can build a 3D model of the habitat for their chosen animal. This will be built at school. Students only need to bring in a small box (shoe box size).

Staff movements

This week I was in Gayndah for a meeting that I forgot about until the last minute I had an office day today to get some admin stuff done.

Next week Mrs Goldie and I will be away on Tuesday to attend a funeral and then on Wednesday for an office day. Mrs Morrees will be here next week while I am away. At the end of the month I will be heading to Brisbane for a state wide Principals meeting. Every Principal in QLD is expected to attend which should be a fairly big event. On the Wednesday night I will be attending a Professional development on IPads in the classroom which I hope will be interesting and insightful.

LOTE—German

The students participating in LOTE this year have started out strong and have reported enjoying it. This year our 5’s, 6’s and 7’s are all doing German together. Mr Morrees will be the German teacher for the year.

Appeal established to help Queensland flood victims

The recent damage resulting from the winds and flooding arising from ex-Cyclone Oswald has had a severe financial and emotional impact on many Queenslanders.

Thousands of people have lost their homes, their possessions and their livelihoods and it will be a long road back to normality for them and their communities. To help those Queenslanders most at risk the Queensland Government has established the Queensland Flood Appeal 2013. If you would like to donate to the appeal please do so at the website.


A friendly reminder for the men

Don’t forget valentines day tomorrow. I would hate for you to get into trouble.

Tuckshop

Tuckshop will be starting next week once we finalise who will be here on what day. :)

Cheers Andrew
Date Claimers

February
27 - 1st Mar  Principals’ meeting Brisbane

Community Notice

**TENNIS:** Bundaberg Tennis Academy Coaches, Murray Whitbread and Kevin Banner are commencing Tennis sessions & MLC Hot Shots programs at the Bundaberg & District Junior Tennis Association Inc. courts, Rotary Park complex, 69b George Street, South Bundaberg, next to Vinnies. Group sessions recommence week of Monday 11th February with Match play commencing Saturday 16th February 2013. To Register and for further information please contact either Murray 0407 639824 or Kevin 4152 0753 or 0409 520753

**CARDIO TENNIS:** Join the fastest growing Fitness Program for Adults and young adults, using Heart Rate monitors and playing to music, while having lots of fun, proudly supported by Tennis Australia and Bundaberg Tennis Academy Coach, Kevin Banner. Times: Monday 6am; Wednesday 7pm; Friday 8.30am. Places are limited and Registration is essential. Create your own group. Let’s get going! Phone Kevin 4152 0753 or 0409 520753
1. Which pop star played the title role in the 2006 film *Hating Alison Ashley?* **Delta Goodrem**

2. What is the floral emblem of Australia? **Wattle**

3. What is Australia’s largest inland city? **Canberra**

4. What Aboriginal term for a waterhole is also the name of an Australian clothing company? **Billabong**

5. What do the letters of the television network SBS stand for? **Special Broadcasting Service**

6. What is the name of the original yellow Wiggle? **Greg Page**

7. Which bushranger did Sidney Nolan portray in a series of paintings he created in 1946-47? **Ned Kelly**

8. What was the name of the cyclone that devastated Darwin on Christmas Day 1974? **Tracey**

9. What finished second to ‘Advance Australia Fair’ in the 1977 referendum to choose a national song? **Waltzing Matilda**

10. What natural disaster killed 13 people in Newcastle on December 28, 1989? **An Earthquake**

---

**Quote of the week:**

“The difference between what we do and what we are capable of doing would suffice to solve most of the world’s problems.”  
**Ghandi**

---

**Brain Teaser:**

Take the number of days in a leap year, add the number of months with 30 days, divide by the number of loaves in a baker’s dozen, add the number of days in March, add the square root of nine, divide by the number of days in a week. Which month are you left with?

**Answer:**

The capital of Turkey is a long word. Can you spell it?

It.
Monogorilby Trivia
Saturday 23rd February

@ Monogorilby Hall
Commencing 7pm
Bar operating
Bring your own nibbles

Start Swatting Categories:
In the world 1 (geography)
In the world 2 (21st century politics, events etc)
In the kitchen
In the shed
In the past
In literature
In QCL (their quiz questions from issues Oct’12 onwards)
In sporting arena
In entertainment
Incredibly useless stuff

Teams up to 8

Great Prizes to be won!

ENQUIRIES/BOOK A TABLE:
MONOGORILBY SS PH: 41658 188 OR
AH JO VIDLER PH: 41658 151